TURCO 1495-LH
AIRCRAFT EXTERIOR ALUMINIUM POLISH
Description
Turco 1495-LH is a medium-heavy duty aircraft polish and cleaner in paste form. It quickly removes
oxide films and corrosion products from aircraft surfaces, cleans and polishes aircraft to a high luster.

Features
Turco 1495-LH offers these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

For use on all aircraft metals.
Nonflammable.
Especially effective for cleaning and polishing al-clad aluminum.
Excellent for use on painted surfaces to remove exhaust deposits and oxidized paint.
Can be used on high strength steel; will not cause Hydrogen Embrittlement.
Conforms to Douglas Aircraft Spec DPM-5208 and CSD No. 1
Very high lubricating properties protect metals, hand polish or use with power buffer. Will not
leave swirl or scratch marks associated with power buffing.

Use instructions
Before applying the Turco 1495-LH polish, it is advisable to wash the aircraft to remove heavy soil, oil
and exhaust deposits. Your Turco Sales Engineer can recommend a suitable cleaner based upon your
production needs.
Turco 1495-LH is furnished in a paste form, ready to use. Apply with rotary power brush. Polish with
power buffer or by hand, using clean, soft toweling or cloths.
Change polishing head or cloths frequently, the oxides and film removed by Turco 1495-LH will loadup and adversely affect the efficiency of the Turco 1495-LH polish and its results.

Disposal Information
Dispose of Turco 1495-LH and residues per local, state and regional regulations. Refer to your Turco
Material Safety Data Sheet for additional disposal information.
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Caution
Turco 1495-LH contains petroleum distillate. Avoid contact with eyes and skin. Do not take internally.
Use with adequate (equivalent to outdoor) ventilation. Do not use near open flames, torches or welding
arc.
Protective clothing, such as a chemical face shield or goggles, gloves, boots and apron made from
solvent-resistant neoprene should be worn when using and handling this product.
Before using this product refer to container label and Turco Material Safety Data Sheet for additional
precautionary, handling and first aid information.
NOTICE:
The above information and recommendations concerning this product are based upon our laboratory tests and field use
experience with this or similar products. However, since conditions of actual use are beyond our control, any recommendations
or suggestions are made without warranty, express or implied. Manufacturer's and seller's sole obligation shall be to replace
that portion of the product shown to be defective. Neither shall be liable for any loss, damage, or injury, direct or consequential,
arising out of the use of this product.
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